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1. Given a pointO and lengthsx, y, z, prove that there exists an equilateral triangleABC for whichOA = x, OB = y, OC = z,
if and only if x + y ≥ z, y + z ≥ x, z + x ≥ y (the pointsO, A, B, C are coplanar).

2. Given two circles of perimeter2006, arbitrary2006 points of the first circle are painted in red. On the second circle, finite
number of arcs of total length less than1 is painted in green. Prove that it is possible to place secondcircle over the first one in
such a way that no red point falls in green arc.

3. A polynomialp(x) = a0x
k + a1x

k−1 + · · · + ak with integer coefficients is said to be divisible by an integer m if p(x) is
divisible bym for all integersx. Prove that ifp(x) is divisible bym, thenk!a0 is also divisible bym.

4. Let ABCD be a regular tetrahedron andM, N distinct points in the planesABC andADC respectively. Show that the
segmentsMN, BN, MD are the sides of a triangle.

5. Letn be a positive integer. Prove that there exist distinct positive integersx, y, z such that

xn−1 + yn = zn+1.

6. Prove that for every convex polygon of the areaA and the perimeterP there exists a circle of the radiusA/P which is contained
in the polygon.

7. LetABCD be a parallelogram. A variable linel passing through the pointA intersects the raysBC andDC at pointsX and
Y , respectively. LetK andL be the centers of the excircles of trianglesABX andADY , touching the sidesBX andDY ,
respectively. Prove that the size of angleKCL does not depend on the choice of the linel.

8. There aren markers, each with one side white and the other side black, aligned in a row so that their white sides are up. In
each step, if possible, we choose a marker with the white sideup (but not one of outermost markers), remove it and reverse the
closest marker to the left and the closest marker to the rightof it. Prove that one can achieve the state with only two markers
remaining if and only ifn − 1 is not divisible by3.

9. Find all functionsf : R → R which satisfy the following two conditions:

(i) f(x + f(y)) = f(x + y) + 1 for all x, y ∈ R;

(ii) f is strictly increasing (i.e.x > y ⇒ f(x) > f(y) for all x andy from R).

10. Prove that for any positive real numbersa, b, c, d, e, f the following inequality holds:
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11. If a, c, d are arbitrary positive real numbers prove that
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12. A circle with centerO passes through pointsA andC and intersects the sidesAB andBC of the triangleABC at pointsK
andN , respectively. The circumscribed circles of the trianglesABC andKBN intersect at two distinct pointsB andM .
Prove that∠OMB = 90◦.

13. Each of cell of ann × n grid contains a real number and every two columns are different. Prove that there exists a row which
can be removed so that the remaining grid still possess the property that all columns are different.

14. A finite set of unit circles is given in a plane such that thearea of their unionU is S. Prove that there exists a subset of mutually

disjoint circles such that the area of their union is greaterthat
2S

9
.

15. Players A and B are playing the following game on an infinite chessboard. Player A starts the game and in each of his moves
he writesX in some of the empty cells. In each of his moves, player B writesO and the winner is the player who succeed to
write his sign in11 consecutive cells whose centers form a line parralel to one of the linesy = x, y = −x, y = 0, x = 0. Prove
that player B can remain in the game infinitely long without losing.


